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The Gravesend Waterman’s Skiff

By Edward Sargent

A visitor to Gravesend in a summer ten years previously would have seen a small fleet of wooden boats moored
off the Promenade.  These were Gravesend waterman’s skiffs and were owned by the Gravesend Town Regatta
Committee.  Although none of these boats was then more than fifty years old, their pedigree went back far into
the Nineteenth Century.  Edward showed a photograph of his grandfather’s ship, the Mount Temple, taken in
1910 in which working skiffs could be seen moored in a similar location.

In some accounts in the past, the boats are referred to as wherries rather than skiffs.  Notably Bowen writing in
the 1930s called them this.  Also, a 1935 drawing by FT Waine used this name.  In the nineteenth century in a
book called Royal River published in 1885 the boats are again called wherries.  However, they are called skiffs in
Gravesend now including by the Grandson of the last builder.

Edward had not been able to establish with any certainty the origin of the Gravesend skiff as the principal
working boat of the local watermen.  However, it is clear from early illustrations that a form of wherry similar to
that used in the upper parts of the Thames was in use in the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries.

In the EW Cooke 1831 book of plates of Shipping and Craft there are two plates with collections of small boats.
One of these shows a sailing skiff.  This has seven planks a defining feature of the Gravesend skiff.  Was this an
early Gravesend skiff?

The original Gravesend Waterman’s skiff as we know it was built by William Warner in the 1860s.  An account
written in the 1930s by Frank Bowen, as part of a series in the Gravesend Reporter called Gravesend to the Sea,
states that the Gravesend skiff originated with William Warner who came to Gravesend in the 1860s.  Edward
was fortunate to track down Warner’s great grand-son, Brian, who still lived in Gravesend and was a waterman
and still had a prize skiff backboard won by his father, also a waterman.

William Warner was born in Greenwich in about 1842.  His father, who came from Thurso, was a fisherman.
Warner was apprenticed to a boat builder in Greenwich called Corbett where he built the traditional
Greenwich/Limehouse 6-plank skiff.  After serving his time, he came to Gravesend in late 1865 and set up in
business jointly with a fellow former apprentice named Harding as Yacht and Boat builders.  An advertisement in
the Gravesend Reporter of 28th October 1865 states that

Warner and Harding “Beg to announce that they have commenced business at the Old Ferry Bridge,
West Street, Gravesend and from their experience in the Trade in its various branches they hope to be
enabled to execute any orders which may be entrusted to them with promptitude and satisfaction to those
who may confer their favors upon them – Shipwrighting and Caulking done with despatch.

By April 1867 they had an advertisement in the local paper for their business which was now located at 11 East
Street.  They were then hiring out boats as well as building them.  At the same time, they also were occupying 5
East Street.

It appears that Warner and Harding married sisters but, despite this, Warner, who was more enterprising than
Harding, apparently bought him out and Harding does not seem to have worked in the town after then, or at least
not under his own name.  By 1869 Warner was trading on his own account, building boats in the ground floor of
No.5 East Street.  Edward was not sure whether Warner also operated from the 11 East Street address, although
he is shown as being at that address as well as No.5 until 1874 from which date he is only listed as being at No.5.



In Bowen’s account, it is said that, when Warner came to Gravesend, he brought a number of Greenwich
watermen’s boats which he intended to hire on a long term basis to local watermen but that their use was resisted
by the Thames Conservancy who would have to licence them for use in the rougher waters off the town.

Warner therefore set about designing a new boat of similar proportions for use there adding an extra plank
(making a total of 7 each side) to give more freeboard and refining the lines to give a sharper bow.  This boat
became immediately popular with the local watermen. Bowen notes that the local watermen had previously
obtained their boats from up-river, presumably Greenwich.  This account was probably related by Warner’s son
who was still building boats in the 1930s.

However, there is an alternative, although perhaps not too different, account in the Shrimper’s Regatta
Programme of 1964 by a freelance “waterside writer” under the pseudonym “Longshoreman” in which it is stated
that this type of boat came into use at the turn of the nineteenth century.  When a Gravesend waterman required a
boat, he invariably paid a visit to Greenwich where the most famous builder of his day, Corbett accommodated
down-river men by adding another plank to the Corbett skiff making a seven-strake boat.  This is the difference
between the Greenwich watermen’s skiff and the Gravesend version, the former having six strakes and the latter
seven for the heavier seas encountered.

However, he then went on to say that the true Gravesend skiff did not come about until William Warner
established his boat building yard.  He altered the lines refining them to suit local conditions.  This second
account seems the more credible.  However, whichever is the historically correct version, what is without doubt is
that Warner created a very workable skiff that was eminently suitable for the local conditions and which
remained in production for nearly eighty years.

The skiffs measured just under 21ft in length with a breadth of 5ft 6inches.  They were beautifully constructed
with great attention to detail.  The lines were made finer and the hull was specifically designed to make a good
sea boat.  Warner soon gained the majority of the market for waterman’s skiffs in the town.

In the 1890s, when the younger Warner’s father was ill and not in the workshop for a period, a most unusual
event, he modified the bow of the skiff he was building to make it fuller than the original Warner skiff.  His
father came down and was apparently extremely annoyed.  A big row ensued.  However, the boat went out of the
workshop and it seems as if this modification was incorporated into all the subsequent skiffs as it made them
better in the sea while not affecting their performance.  The boats continued to be built to this design until the
war.

All the Warner skiffs were built with sawn ribs and floors.  They never used steamed ribs.  The planking, while
being as strong as necessary, was kept to half an inch thick and the skiffs were built as lightly as possible for the
intended work.  Warners always fitted thole pins rather than rowlocks right up until the business closed in 1941.
The tholes and the sills between wore quickly and the design of these was well-engineered so that they could be
easily changed and all the tholes in the boat were interchangeable.  There were mouldings run along the bottom
of the gunwales.  The sheer strake had the rubbing band near the top and had a line carved along it near the
bottom which was gilded.  There would always be a scroll perhaps with the boat name painted on it on the
gunwales (sometimes called inwales).  There was always a carved moulding under the first thwart.  They would
have the half-moon motif on the transom that seems to have been a feature of most Thames skiffs.  Little details
like this do not generally cost much to produce but they give delight to the beholder and help to make the boat
really attractive.

The stem head, which had a shackle for the foresail, was originally given a distinctive pointed shape.  However,
this pointed stem was found to catch under the sterns of tugs and some watermen asked for a rounded head.  The
prize boats continued to have the pointed version.

The skiffs were usually varnished inside and out although some were painted.  The sheer strakes were painted
and, in Warners boats, this was usually red with a gilded line cut into them at the bottom.



One of the nineteenth century Warner skiffs, the Nancy of 1873, was presented to the National Maritime Museum
by the Charlton waterman Tommy Sargent although he had had it extensively rebuilt in the 1960s.  Nevertheless.
the quality of the design and workmanship can still be discerned in this.

In the 1920s, the younger Warner was in Tilbury Dock on business and noticed the difficulty in handling the
large Gravesend skiff in confined waters.  He therefore set about designing a slightly shorter skiff of about 18’ 6”
for dock work.  This boat became popular for work in the docks and up river.  By the 1930s, this smaller Warner
skiff was being widely used by the watermen in the Greenwich Limehouse area.

One of these, the Thames, survives in more or less original condition at the entrance to the galleries of the
Museum of Docklands.  This was built in 1934 for the Blackwall waterman, George Eagalton.  This boat was
later sold to another Blackwall family, the Gobbetts.  She was used by Alf Gobbett up until 1978 in assisting
berthing operations in the West India Docks.  It is now owned by the Waterman’s Company.  It is well worth
looking at to see the high quality of the workmanship in a Warner skiff.  By the late 1920s, Warner was building
the majority of skiffs for the London market.

Were Warners the only skiff builders in Gravesend in during the period?  Bowen records the names of several
ship and boat builders operating in the town.  However, looking through the town directories these were
shipwrights mostly and most were in operation for a very short time.   However, Bowen did give a big mention to
Waters who he said was the best known of them and who was still remembered by some of the old timers in the
1930s.  He records that Waters had a workshop in East Street on the opposite side of the road to Warner.  This
would have been John Waters who was there from 1890 to 1896.

However, W&G Waters were listed in the directories as being boat builders in West Street in 1863 and remained
there until 1879, the year before John Waters set up in business, although W Waters seems to have left around
1871.  Edward had found no other information on W&G Waters and did not know of any surviving boats.
Bowen noted that he was most famous for his workmanship which was, he said, aptly described as cabinet work
and that it survived until his day in a number of the older boats still in use on the River.

Waters had worked for G Bauckham who built quite sizeable vessels and had a shipbuilding establishment at the
bottom of Bath Street, Gravesend.  Initially on setting up on his own, he specialised in building Government
vessels such as these Revenue gigs for which it seems the Town had a good reputation.  Unfortunately for him,
this business began to decline about the time that Warner was beginning to gain a good reputation but
nevertheless Waters started to build waterman’s skiffs on his own.  Whether Warner’s skiffs or those of Waters
were best was always hotly debated.  However, although there was no doubt as to the beautiful workmanship of
the Waters’s skiffs, this did make them expensive while Warner’s skiffs, perhaps not quite having this very fine
workmanship, were built to a design that no-one would argue was not better for practical hard work and this and
that good workmanship made his boats more popular.

The Warner skiffs were good sailers especially in the open seas of the Channel.  A drawing made by FT Waine in
1932 of a skiff of this type shows it to have had a simple standing lug and foresail and that the mast had no
standing rigging.  The mast was stepped abaft the second thwart and there was a tabernacle for the mast on the
after side of this.

The Deal boatmen, who it must be remembered were expert in working in the Channel in all weathers, were
surprised and very impressed by the speed and handiness of these boats which did not have deep keels or ballast.

A large skiff was built by Warner about 1935 for George Allen.  This was about 2ft longer and one foot wider
than the Gravesend Waterman’s skiff.  She never worked and was used purely for pleasure.  She was fitted with
larger sails than normal and is shown in this photograph taken off the Isle of Grain.  Normal skiffs would not
have had a top sail and the mains’l would have been loose-footed.

William Warner senior died in tragic circumstances on the 14th November 1914.  Apparently, he was in Mitcham
on business and stepped off a moving bus the wrong way.  He fell and knocked his head on a kerb and died later
in hospital.  The business was taken over by his son also William Warner.



William Warner the younger was born in 1864 shortly before the family came to Gravesend.  He was initially
going to be a waterman and in fact had been apprenticed but, because the boat-building business was doing well,
his father insisted that he help him in the workshop.  This he did obviously with considerable talent.  His brother
Charles, who was later an inspector with the Port of London Authority, was also employed in the workshop at
this time and according to him they were all kept busy from morning to late at night.  He records that at one
period they were building between five or six boats a year.  In this busy period there were five or six people
employed in the workshop but towards the end of his time he was working alone.

No. 5 East Street, where Warner had his workshop, was a sixteenth century weather-boarded building on the
water-front.  Prior to it being occupied by Warner, it was used by a wholesale fish-merchant.  The family lived
above the shop and the private accommodation was entered by a staircase within the shop itself.  In the 1930s,
William Warner lived on the first floor and his son SC Warner lived above this with his family.  Brian Warner
lived there with his parents until the war and there are delightful photographs of him in the rear yard with his
toys.

Warner retained the shop-front although the windows were shuttered and may not at this stage have had any
glass.  There was a stable door at the front.  The workshop was on the ground floor with materials stored in the
basement.  The wood was kept down there to season.  Alan Sutherland, a local waterman, went to Warners
workshops on many occasions as a boy and can remember it.  He said that the skiffs were always built on the left
as one entered the door from the street.  There was a narrow bench along this side.  On the right was a wide bench
and all the tools were kept on this side.  There were no power tools in the workshop but they did have a bench-
mounted hand-drill.  The family still has the hand-tools from the workshop.  There was a large grindstone located
outside the rear door.

The yard at the back opened out to the River.  Sutherland remembers that one boat would be being built in the
workshop at any one time but that there would often be two or three in the back yard.  Boats were moved out of
the workshop on rollers.  They were lifted up over a low wall about 2’6” high and launched down the steps
leading down to the River.  A rope was attached to the bow and the boats were launched stern first.  This
operation obviously had to take place at high tide.

Although the main business was building skiffs, the Warners also built dinghies and other types of boat.  The
younger Warner also built motorboats.

One of the businesses that the Warners went into was hiring out boats for pleasure purposes.  For this they built
special light-weight skiffs.  These were moored stem to stern in a row off the rear of their wharf which led to
them being known as “Warner’s sausages”.  In the 1914-18 war, Warner hired boats to sailors and always
annoyed them by asking if they could row.  The boats were widely used for pleasure by women as well as men.
They were also used for some of the races in the regattas.  Occasionally the hirers would abandon their boats
down-river, say at Shornmead, and Warner had to row down there to retrieve them.

In 1941 the younger William Warner closed the business down.  One of his sons had become a shipwright at
Chatham Dockyard and the other, Stanley, was a waterman.  There was no-one to take over.  The workshop was
sold to JT Palmer, who were watermen on the Thames.  Sadly, the building was demolished in about 1955.

The skiffs were usually worked by two men and were used by the Gravesend watermen to take passengers and
goods out to ships at anchor off the town.  There would have been good business in the late century when
emigrant ships used to moor off Gravesend before setting out for Australia and other colonies and relatives would
be there to say final farewells.  Watermen also used to take pilots out to ships and take them out again.  Bowen
records that, even when he was writing in the 1930s, more than half of the Channel pilots arriving at Gravesend
were taken off by watermen’s boats some of which even then were pulling.
The Dock companies used to have agents based on the Terrace Pier in the nineteenth century and again
watermen’s skiffs were used to take them out to the ships and that the dock companies all had their own boats
although at night the watermen used to share the work out.  Although there were sailing cutters in the nineteenth



century, pilots often preferred to be put aboard ships by watermen’s boats because of the difficulties of bringing a
sailing cutter alongside and the risk of rigging getting caught up in that of the ship.

There was also good business in mooring ships to the buoys in the river and in the docks.  The watermen would
also use the skiffs to take them to riverside wharfs where they would help handle moorings.  In seeking work for
mooring ships and as dock pilots, they used to sail further afield.  This long-distance work was known as
“Goozing”.  The skiffs often went round to Deal under sail and it is recorded that on some occasions these boats
went as far as the Isle of Wight.  The aim of these long voyages was to put a dock pilot aboard the ship at a time
when when the business was very competitive.  They also would put watermen aboard so that they would get the
mooring or dock business when the ship came to London.  It is possible that they would have taken pilots round
to Deal before the first World War but this is not certain.  After the war there were motor boats and cutters for the
river pilots.

Alan Sutherland recalls that his father rowed down to Southend Pier off which some American ships were lying.
They worked all day rowing people from the ships to the pier and back again.  After this exhausting work, they
beached the boat on the sand and went off to the pub. They slept in the boat and the next morning towed back to
Gravesend.  Sleeping in the boat was usual practice when away from home.  The watermen would lay the sail
over the thwarts and sleep in the bottom.

One Gravesend skiff was used in the David Lean film of Great Expectations.  This boat was owned by Charles
(Greg) Warner, an uncle of Brian Warner and was built about 1929 by William Warner.  Unfortunately, the boat
was smashed up in the making of the film.

Although they used the sail a lot for the longer voyages, when possible, the watermen would hook onto ships
with a special boat-hook to which a line was attached and which was used to hook onto the rail of a passing ship
which would tow them often far out into the estuary or round the coast.  This sort of hook was used on the Deal
galleys for the same purpose.

Alan Sutherland had the head of one of these hooks.  Contemporary accounts both of the Gravesend skiffs and of
the Deal boatmen noted that the ships would not slow down when the boat hooked on although this might seem
unlikely when you consider the shock that the boat would receive from the sudden taking up of the line.
However, Alan Sutherland, who had experience of doing this, confirmed that this was the case.  He said that they
would use a bast line for towing.  This type of rope apparently had good elasticity and would absorb the shock.

Alan said that the line was fixed to a ring near the head of the boat hook to which it was seized at various points
along its length.  The line would lead back into the boat through a thimble lashed to the eye fixed to the inside of
the stem.  The line was let out to the required length for an easy tow and then taken with two round turns round
the second thwart and then made fast to the tholes on the port side.  The rope was kept coiled in the bottom of the
boat between the second and third thwarts.  The towing thwart had oak battens fixed to the front and back edges
to protect them from chafing.  These would be replaced as they became worn.  The towing thwart had knees on
the forward side which were there to help take the load.

When coming alongside a ship, the bow wave would tend to push the boat out but eventually they would get
inside this.  When towing alongside they would use the rudder to keep them off the side.  They hooked onto the
side of ship rather than the stern to avoid the risk of being hit by the propeller.

Alan’s father told him that from the 1930s they were not allowed to tow alongside the sludge vessels.  These
were twin screw and there had been an accident when two watermen had been killed when their boat was hit by
one of these.  Some other ships would not give tows as well and there were occasions when the crew would cut
the tow rope after the hook had been hooked on.  Tugs however were always very helpful and being low in the
water they would often let the watermen aboard and give them tea while the skiff was towed astern.

Alan Sutherland said that the last people to tow down the river were Brian Everett, Bob Sutherland and himself.
This was in a skiff called the Beatrice which was owned by Card and Company.  This took place in about 1943
after mooring a tanker at BP Purfleet.



The working skiffs had head-sheets, timber boards between the first thwart and the bow.  The stern-sheets
between the after thwart and the stern were also boarded out.  These made it easier to get into and out of the boat
from the bow and stern.  There were benches along the sides of the boat between the passenger (stern) thwart and
the third thwart.

The boats were fitted with a rudder with a yoke at its head which was operated by lines attached to it.  The rudder
seems to have been left shipped even when both watermen were rowing.  Apparently, it was used with the lines
not only when towing but also when sailing and tillers were not used in the skiffs.

One of the tasks the skiffs were used for was dredging for coal.  The dredge was a triangular shaped iron
framework with a plate across the bottom.  A net was attached to collect the coal picked up by the plate which
was pulled along the bottom.  This work took place alongside coal jetties or other places where coal was loaded
or unloaded to collect the coal lost during the coaling process.  The men on barges and lighters would sometimes
pass coal from their craft into the boats and the watermen would dredge up some mud from the bottom to cover
the coal to make it look as if it had been dredged up.  Apparently, there is still much coal on the bed of the River
and opportunities exist for salvaging this.

The Gravesend Regatta goes back a long way into history and it is recorded that rowing matches took place in the
late seventeenth century.  In the early nineteenth century the regatta was mostly for sailing vessels.  It became
sponsored by the Gravesend Corporation in 1846.  However, there seems to have been a period of a few years
just before Warner came to Gravesend when there was no regatta.  This was bemoaned by the local paper which
urged people to get together to reinstate it.

In 1865 people connected with the Union Yacht Club set up a regatta.  This regatta had various types of race,
having one for revenue gigs, one for yachts dinghies and another for sailing shrimp boats.  In 1867 the prizes in
this regatta were reported as aggregating £80.

Warner and Harding entered a boat in, the Flying Scud in a race in this but it was disqualified because it had been
built specially for rowing matches rather than being a working boat which was required for the race it took part
in.

The Union Yacht club had moved to the Clifton Marine Parade taking over an old hotel in 1863.  In 1869 it was
absorbed by the new Thames Yacht club.  In the 1880s there was a certain amount of unrest and riots over the
regatta.  The regattas did not take place in the war and in fact were only resumed in 1925.

As the various types of working boat went out of use, the races in the regattas for these came to an end.  The first
to go was the race for the hatch boats.  The Bawley race seems to have ceased by the 1930s.  There were races for
the watermen’s skiffs under sail.  False keels and ballast were banned in this race.

By the 1930s the races were rowed in three types of boat, the single sculls, the Warner sausages and the
watermen’s skiffs.  These latter were owned by the watermen and lent to the competitors.  It is reported that the
bottoms were cleaned off and coated in black lead to make them faster.

On becoming a freeman of the River, an apprentice was able to take part in a single-scull race in the town Regatta
for which the prize was a waterman’s skiff.  Bowen records that latterly the race was for apprentices who were
just finishing their time.  This prize had been instituted in the 1846 which was the first to be a real Borough
regatta.

From an early date, Warner’s built the prize skiffs which were gifts from the Member of Parliament, mayor or
other wealthy local residents.  By the 1930s, the Committee raised the money for the prize skiffs by which time
they were worth £60.

Bowen records that, prior to Warner introducing his skiff, the prize skiffs were built by a boat builder called
Smith who lost the business because of the superiority of the Warner boats.  However, regardless of the relative



merits of the two builders, Smith, who had a large yard at 11 East Street Gravesend, went bankrupt about the time
Warner came to Gravesend.  Incidentally, Warner and Harding seem to have taken this yard over early in 1867
although only for a short time because by 1869 Warner was working at 5 East Street on his own.

The prize skiffs were the same as the working boats.  The intention was that the winner, being a  young
waterman, would be given the chance to work on his own account rather than for someone else.  The prize skiffs
were given a carved and decorated backboard.  Many of these survive around the town in pubs and homes.  There
is one in the Library although this came from Greenwich.  The decoration on the gunwales of the prize-skiffs had
diamonds.  It was also reported in 1914 that these skiffs were given as prizes in Ireland, France, Bermuda and
Australia.  The races for these prize-skiffs took place in single sculls.

In 1929 the prize was won by William’s son Stanley.  The prize skiff was named Ruby and the family still has the
backboard.

The races were competed for by watermen from out of Gravesend as well as from the town.  The 1938 race, the
very last at which a prize skiff was presented, was won by Eric Phelps, a waterman from Putney.  The skiff,
named Hephzibar after the Lady mayoress, then cost £70 and came complete with working gear and sails.  It
came with a backboard presented by Sir John Humphrey (of the Hays Wharf company).  A report in the local
paper noted that the last time a boat had come with working gear and sails was back in 1868 when it was donated
by John Basley White, the cement manufacturer.  Local waterman JR Burberry was second and third was the
Blackwall Waterman Alf Gobbett.  Another Blackwall waterman George Tidd took part and won a prize of £8.

The tradition presenting prize skiffs continued up until 1939 when the boat was built but never given away
because the regatta of that year was cancelled due to the outbreak of war.

The single-scull races continued to be held into the 1950s but now all the races are for skiffs.  This seems to be
because bad weather would preclude the single-scull races being held and it being difficult to re-arrange them for
different days when the weather was better.

After the war watermen moved over to motor boats for their business and no more skiffs were built for use by
them.  Initially the regatta used boats owned by Palmer which may have been the Warner sausages or were
certainly similar to them.  However, in 1953 the Town Regatta committee commissioned the building of four new
skiffs for their races.  This not only gave identical boats for the competing crews but also gave crews a chance to
practice.

These boats were built by Woods who had a barge yard at Denton Wharf.  This wharf had been established by a
Mr Gilbee to unload coal.  It was down-river of the bound-tree that marked the outward limit of the coal tax.
Woods had originally been in the powder-business and used it for landing explosives as well as coal.  The firm
was sold out of the family by the time the skiffs were built.  At Denton Wharf, there was a gridiron for repairing
barges and hulks.  Ashore there were ample workshop facilities.

In the large workshop shed, they had power tools including a 30” circular saw and a large band saw.  These were
driven by line-shafting powered by a large electric motor.  In front of the shed was a large steam chest.  Steam for
this was fed from a vertical boiler.

The foreman at the yard was Reg Swinburn but the person who did most of the work on the skiffs was Harry
Wakefield.  He was assisted by Bill Sutherland who is still living in Gravesend today.  Woods normally only
repaired their own barges and built boats for these.  The building of the skiffs for the Regatta Committee was
therefore most unusual and must have been done as a special favour for them.  Four skiffs were built, the John
Burberry, the Mabel May King, the George White and lastly the Percy Sargent.

Bill Sutherland, who as an apprentice at Wood’s worked on these boats, informed Edward that old Mr Warner
came down to watch the boats being built and to offer advice, generally approving of the work.  He even gave
them the original moulds that he had used to construct his skiffs and these were used to set the shape of the new
skiffs.  Although the boats were in terms of shape identical to the Warner’s skiffs, they were different in their



detail and construction.  The planks were still half inch.  However, whereas the Warners had always used sawn
frames, Woods built their skiffs with steamed ribs.  The detail was basic although it differed slightly from boat to
boat and there was almost no decoration.  The thwarts were evenly spaced for four rowers whereas on the original
working skiffs there three thwarts forward and then a large space before the passenger thwart which often would
have had a backboard.  Bill Sutherland said that the boats were originally built with tholes keeping to the original
Warner design but were later fitted with rowlocks.  This would explain why the covering boards of the Percy
Sargent have short wider sections around the rowlocks.  The oak timber for the new skiffs came form Morgan
Timber at Strood a company that is still operating today.  Reg Swinburn went there, selected the timber and
oversaw the sawing of the planks.

A further boat, the James Hearnden was built to a similar design a few years later but it is not known exactly
when it was built and who by.  In the mid-1980s Edward went with the Museum of Docklands team to look at the
Percy Sargent which had broken free from its moorings and drifted down-river ending up on the beach at Cliffe.
When they saw it there, it was in a sorry state with a large hole in the side caused when it crashed into a large
ship-buoy.  The Museum hoped to obtain this boat for its collection but Eric Mastin, who by then was responsible
for the maintenance of the Regatta Committee’s boats, said that they should have the oldest which he erroneously
said was the James Hearnden.  This boat was restored to display condition by Mark Edwards and used to be on
display in the Museum of London Docklands but has since been moved to storage at Wroughton.

Three further boats were built by Eric Mastin.  Eric was born around 1928 and was apprenticed to Everards at
Greenhithe in 1942 at the age of 14.  The apprenticeship lasted 7 years and he came out of his time in 1949.  He
then went to work for Harland and Wolff.  While there he worked on the restoration of the fo’csl head of the
Cutty Sark to its original design while the ship was being restored.  He continued with Harlands until around
1970 when it closed the Tilbury operation.  He retired at the age 65 having worked latterly for Wiltshires the
builders.  His family has a long association with the River and they still have a backboard which was won in the
1848 Regatta by Henry Mastin.  Eric’s son Gary still lives in Gravesend and kindly gave me much information
on his father.

Eric became a Councillor on Gravesend Council.  He was one of the Council representatives on the Regatta
Committee and as mayor in 1962 he was chairman.  After he ceased to represent the Council on the Committee
he decided to stay on in his own right.  He took charge of the maintenance of the fleet of skiffs.  Edward was sure
that it can be said that if it had not been for him the wooden skiffs would not have survived at Gravesend for so
long.

The boats he built were broadly similar to the Warner design but slightly longer.  The first was the Robert
McKeller named after Captain McKeller the head of the sea school.  This boat, which was built in 1966-7 in Gary
Mastin’s godfather’s garage by the godfather, Eric and a friend of theirs, was longer than the other skiffs and had
an extra thwart.  Eric later put a deeper keel on it and fitted it with a sail but it did not row as well after that.  It
did not survive and was burnt after it was damaged.

Eric then dug out the basement under the café on the Promenade to create a workshop to build and maintain the
skiffs.

His second was the Tertius Metcalf which was 21’6” long.  This was built in 1988.  Eric built her because the
price quoted by boat builders was in the order of £7,500 which was more than the committee could afford.  This
boat was named after Tertius Metcalf whose family had long been owners of coasters in Gravesend.  Latterly he
was part owner of Messrs Crawley which had a small fleet of tank barges that originally supplied fresh water to
shipping.  These barges were always painted green and it is fitting that the Tertius Metcalf has a green sheer
strake.  He was a Great River Race director in the early years.  He donated the Gravesend Cup for four-oared
boats before the first Race in 1988 and this has been presented every year since then.  The Tertius Metcalf took
part in the first Great River Race although it was not quite complete then with the fixing of the rubbing band and
some other minor work yet to be carried out.

The third boat was the Stefan Scott and was the last ever skiff built in Gravesend.  This boat was a memorial to a
young seaman of that name who had died in an explosion aboard the Esso Mersey at Fawley.  The family



provided most of the money with the remainder being raised by public subscription.  His father, Ron, had been
skipper aboard the Crawley motor barges and he himself had initially worked for them.

Sadly, Eric Mastin died in 2004 and no-one was able to take over his role in maintaining the wooden skiffs.  The
Regatta Committee therefore purchased four Clayton skiffs from Felixstowe which were of the type already
being used by the Shrimpers regatta.  Some of the wooden boats were broken up. However, four remained in the
Committee’s yard behind the café on the Promenade until 2005.

Inevitably, in the open without any covering, the weather was taking its toll and their condition was deteriorating.
Edward bought the Percy Sargent, one of the 1953 skiffs, in late 2005.  He had first seen this boat in the 1980s at
Cliffe where it was lying on the beach badly damaged.  Eric Mastin had repaired it but the hull-shape was slightly
different on one side to the other afterwards.  Edward took it to a barn in Kent where it dried out and he set about
restoring it in 2006.

The first job was to remove all the paint after which he took it over to Mark Edwards in Richmond for the hull
repairs.  When he took it there, he had no idea of what the work would cost or even if it would be restorable.
However, after deep drawing of breath through closed teeth by Mark, he was given a rough idea of the costs
involved and the work was commissioned.

Mark has built several replica boats including the Thames Wherry Rose in June.  He also built a reconstruction of
a seventeenth century submarine for a television programme which was apparently successful.  He is the only
boat builder on the Thames that includes submarines in his list of products.  Mark had the boat for about three
weeks when he fitted four new planks and replaced two thirds of the ribs.

Edward then took it back to Kent to make the bottom boards, fix the thwarts and stringers, carry out the
remaining finishing work and then repaint it.  She was complete by August 2006 when she was launched at
Gravesend during the Shrimpers Regatta.  Edward then entered it in the 2006 Great River Race.

In June of that year Edward bought a second skiff, the Tertius Metcalf, off the Regatta Committee originally
intending to store this under cover until he found someone who would restore it.  However, his colleagues who
worked with him at Medway Council who rowed with him at Gravesend and in the Great River Race persuaded
him to restore this boat as well with their help and, as before, with the professional work being done by Mark
Edwards.  Restoration was mostly complete by 2009 with only the stretchers to finish off and the yoke for the
rudder to make.

The Town Regatta Committee retained the Stefan Scott, the last of the wooden skiffs to be built, and a group of
rowers refurbished it and it took part in the 2008 Great River Race coming home with a very creditable time.
Unfortunately, it was badly damaged when lying alongside Greenwich Pier after the race and needed major
repair-work to replace three broken planks in the bottom.  This work was in hand at the time of the meeting with
Mick Ramsey having removed the broken planks.

Edward was hoping that with his two boats and this one that it would be possible to have races at Gravesend for
the Gravesend Waterman’s Skiffs from 2010 maintaining a tradition that goes back over 150 years.

A fourth boat, the George White, one of the 1953 Woods boats, survived in the yard until 2006.  It was then lent
or given to a school in Dartford where it was placed in the playground and the children eat their sandwiches
there.  Clearly this is not a sustainable use and it will not be long before some parent threatens to sue the school
because their little boy has cut himself on one of the sharp edges or a split plank.

© Edward Sargent 2009


